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Google’s domain ownership fraud in India is far worse
than puneet agarwals’ dispute with brent oxley, yet any
forum thread would get deleted.
March 15, 2021

Google’s open support for Rs one crore domain ownership fraud of mhow monster ntro employee puneet and others may
have inspired puneet agarwal
One of the most popular threads on namepros is how the The founder of Hostgator Brent Oxley was planning to start a
new webhosting company create.com and his domains were locked by Godaddy due to a dispute with Puneet Agarwal
from India
Google’s open support for Rs one crore domain ownership fraud of mhow monster ntro employee puneet and other
ntro/raw employees since 2010, on a single woman domain investor may have inspired puneet agarwal
The brahmin mhow monster ntro employee puneet, j srinivasan, tushar parekh, vijay and other ntro/raw employees HATE
the  single  woman  domain  investor,  the  btech  1993  ee  classmate  of  the  single  woman,  so  in  one  of  the  greatest
FINANCIAL FRAUDS, they are faking their relationship with the single woman who they have never contacted, and falsely
claiming that they own her domains, paypal, bank account to get their real girlfriends like greedy gujju stockbroker asmita
patel, indore robber bespectacled deepika who also do not spend any money on domains, raw/cbi jobs at the expense of
the single woman

The single woman domain investor is protesting loudly against the CRIMINAL DEFAMATION, FINANCIAL FRAUD which
is causing great financial losses, and ruining her reputation, yet google is so ruthless in committing financial fraud on the
single woman domain investor, that this financial, online fraud has continued since 2010, without being questioned at all

If the domain investor tries to start any thread on namepros or elsewhere regarding google’s domain ownership fraud, the
thread is almost always deleted.
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